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ABSTRACT

Painting is done according to the artist’s style. The most representative of the style is the texture and shape of the
brush stroke. Computer simulations allow the artist’s painting to be produced by taking this stroke and pasting it
onto the image. This is called stroke-based rendering. The quality of the result depends on the number or quality of
this stroke, since the stroke is taken to create the image. It is not easy to render using a large amount of information,
as there is a limit to having a stroke scanned. In this work, we intend to produce rendering results using mass
data that produces large amounts of strokes by expanding existing strokes through warping. Through this, we
have produced results that have higher quality than conventional studies. Finally, we also compare the correlation
between the amount of data and the results.
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1 Introduction

Non-realistic rendering is a technique that simulates the techniques expressed by artists,
as opposed to photorealistic rendering. With the development of realistic rendering technol-
ogy, all expressions became possible, and the desire for these artistic expressions began to
increase. Painting rendering, a field of non-realistic rendering, refers to a technology that receives
two-dimensional images or three-dimensional model data and renders them. In pictorial ren-
dering, there is a style transfer technique [1–6] with basic units in pixels and a stroke-based
rendering [7–12] with images. Because stroke-based rendering proceeds with the base unit as a
stroke image, the result depends on the stroke used.

In the case of stroke-based rendering, it has the advantage of being able to easily produce the
desired results using a brush in the DB. If you have Gogh’s brush stroke, it means you can use it
to paint Gogh’s style. For real paintings, the shape of the brush strokes that make up the object is
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determined along the lines of the object, so it is drawn as intended by the artist. In other words,
there are many different forms of lines. However, traditional stroke-based rendering techniques
represent images using fewer DBs, leading to object distortion. Fig. 1 shows the problem caused
by the absence of DB. Since there is no DB for the bridge part of the sunglasses marked with a
red circle, this part can be omitted in the rendering stage, resulting in object distortion.

Figure 1: Example of rendering results that has distortion compare with original input image (As
we can see the red circled area, the frame is broken on the sunglasses)

There are two main ways to improve rendering results. First, when rendering brushes in DB
and using them, they are directly deformed to fit the line. Second, increasing the number of
brushes in the DB to cover the shape of most edges. We propose a method that can generate brush
strokes with a focus on the latter. The following conditions require satisfaction when producing
a new brush stroke. First, the shape of the brush stroke should be as natural as the actual
human drawing. Second, the texture of the brush stroke must be realistic. Third, the shape of the
stroke that can be generated reflects the user’s intention and must be various shapes. Fourth, it
should also be applicable to databases with low diversity. To this end, we applied image-warping
technology. Image warping applied to generation methods is the task of deformation, processing,
and reproduction of input images, which can be deformed and extended in multiple directions.
That is, it is the same as drawing on elastic materials, moving certain parts of the material, and
fixing them. In addition, we propose an improved brush stroke judgment algorithm to minimize
the omission or distortion of objects in the input image with the brush stroke database we hold.
The improved judgment algorithm determines the optimal brush with parameter information used
in the production of brush strokes as well as color conformation through color distances. Through
the production of brush strokes, our DB has mass data based on less image data. Our work
improves the quality of rendering results by selecting brushes that match the rendering results
among many brushes.

The content of the paper is described as follows. Section 2 describes existing painterly render-
ing studies. It also describes the areas that can be developed and used in this study, referring to
existing warping techniques. Section 3 describes stroke generation methods and rendering meth-
ods. Stroke generation methods enable passive and automatic generation. An improved rendering
system is used to select the appropriate brush from the increased DB. In Section 4, we compare
the rendering results of Section 3 and show improved rendering results through increased DB.
Finally, we summarize our method and conclude our results and future development.

2 Related Work

Hertzmann [13] focused on not only straight lines but also various shapes of brush stroke.
In this paper, an anti-aliased cubic B-spline is used for render paintings as a curved brush stroke.
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Furthermore, paintings are created by stacking layer-specific images after making different brush
sizes for each layer. The biggest significance here is an extension of the shape of the brush stroke
from a straight line to a curved shape.

There is a paper that uses a method of generating brush strokes is a stroke profile that is
created by drawing directly. Seo et al. [14,15] obtained black emulsified pigments by drawing and
capturing them on translucent glass plates that had been shot from the back. Afterwards, five-
shape brush strokes were generated by eliminating noise generated during capture through pre-
processing. As a way of expanding the database, the five brush strokes obtained were transformed
into images such as rotating and resizing. This approach has the advantage of being able to obtain
exactly what users want.

Another study generating new brush strokes has been studied how to use Texture Distortion
and Image warping. Lu [16] proposes a method to synthesize existing brush strokes to generate
new brush strokes. The method obtains a centerline for the beginning to end of the brush stroke
and samples it with pixels at regular intervals. When sampling, specify a slightly wider angle than
the outer angle of the brush stroke, so that it has a small margin. Information about the sample
is stored by coordinating the left outer line, the right outer line, and the center line with respect to
the center. Then, the centerline of the desired brush stroke shape, the left outer line, and the right
outer line are established. Finally, we place samples of existing brush strokes like the coordinates
of the shape we want to generate as image warping. The texture of the resulting brush stroke is
improved through texture distortion. These methods have the advantage of having high degrees
of freedom in the shape of brush strokes that can be generated.

Hertzmann [17,18] devised a layered grid-based stroke generation method to represent omitted
objects. Layered grids find incomplete canvas and maximum error points in each grid cell. The
image gradient information is then used to paint a new stroke where the difference is significant.
This method is a very efficient way of representing pictorial images. Furthermore, it is borrowed
from most stroke-based pictorial rendering algorithms.

Several methods of appropriately positioning objects for representation have also been stud-
ied using various generated brush strokes in the above methods. Hertzmann first proposed a
multi-layered grid algorithm that automatically expresses multiple stroke sizes. The algorithm has
actually algorithmized the drawing process and can be expressed in various sizes based on color
difference values. For example, a large background or area is expressed using a large stroke. And
parts that need to be detailed or have a small area are expressed with small brush strokes. In this
way, rendering results similar to real paintings can be obtained, and this process has been widely
adopted in pictorial rendering.

Further to Hertzmann’s proposed method, Seo et al. [14] proposes a more improved method.
Seo et al. utilized pre-made brush stroke textures in details such as the size of the brush and the
starting position of the brush. The spacing of the lattice for each brush size is smaller than the
size of the brush, so that there is no empty space as much as possible. The position of the stroke
is determined randomly within the grid cell at a time for each brush size without being affected by
the intermediate results drawn on the canvas. These methods have the advantage of saving money
for the process of finding the maximum error position, where the difference between canvas and
input images is significant.

All existing studies [17–20] have been used to improve the quality of results using traditional
brush strokes or to draw styles for specific artists. In recent years, existing studies [9,21] have
proceeded to express the results differently by adding sensitivity or changing lighting. We would
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like to propose a study that expands the brush stroke database to improve the results of traditional
stroke based rendering. Through the expansion of the database, we propose a painterly rendering
system using a large amount of data, i.e., mass data, as in recent studies [22–25].

3 System

3.1 System Overview
Existing brush stroke rendering studies determine the quality of the results, depending on the

number of databases. The more databases, the more diverse expressions you can make, and the
less, the simpler the expression. If the database is small, the smaller database is supplemented by
image conversion, such as rotating the stroke or resizing it. However, it was not easy to overcome
this limitation by modifying it based on a database. In this work, we propose a study that increases
the amount of brush stroke databases through image warping, thereby increasing the number of
brush shapes in a small database. In our work, we compare these diverse generations of data, and
we also work on finding brushes that can be used frequently in paintings. This can be seen as a
task to select data from mass data.

The method proposed in this paper can also be applied to databases with low diversity and
can generate brush strokes of various shapes simply and quickly, which can quickly generate mass
data. Furthermore, the newly produced stroke by applying image warping keeps the texture of
the existing stroke intact, so no loss of information occurs. It can also be applied to low-diversity
brush stroke databases and can generate a variety of shapes as intended by the user. Image
warping applied to generation methods is the task of deformation, processing, and reproduction
of input images, which can be deformed and extended in multiple directions.

Finally, we present a novel brush judgment process to effectively represent the brush strokes
generated. As a judgment method, we compare the color conformation and shape conformation
of images and strokes to select suitable brushes. The overall overview of this paper is shown in
Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Overall overview (various brush strokes are generated by manual/auto warping. Painterly
rendering results are generated by these brush strokes with curve & color suitability)

3.2 Method of Generating Brush Strokes
We generate brushes in two forms of generation. One is Manual Mode, which creates shapes

directly through mouse and keyboard input, and the other is Auto Mode, which receives multiple
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parameters. Parameters used in the automatic generation method are the curve direction (Cd), the
curve weight (Cw), the number of curve (Wn), and the rotation step (Rs). The manual generation
method uses mesh warping, which adjusts control points with mouse input. The overall overview
of how brush strokes are generated is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Process of generating brush strokes (we define 4 parameters for generating various brush
strokes automatically. In manual, we set 2 integer parameter N, M which are the point of warping)

The control points applied to the manual generation method are inputted separately by the
user and placed at regular intervals. Then, through mouse input, information about the starting
points (srcPoints) and target points (dstPoints) required for image wrapping is entered. The man-
ual generation method can visually and real-time check of the generation process of brush strokes
whenever the information of the target point is modified. Compared to automatic generation
methods, these methods have the advantage of being able to check in real time for the intended
shape of the user.

If the user enters the information of the target point incorrectly and does not appear to be
intended, it returns the target point to one step before it is turned into unintended information
through keyboard input. These methods can improve completeness when determining the shape
of a new brush stroke and increase user convenience. Fig. 4 is the result of creating a new shape
of brush stroke using a manual generation method.

Figure 4: Process of Manual generation method (the number of red points is determined by
N&M)
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3.2.1 Curve Direction
There are two possible deflection directions: up and down, relative to the center of the brush

stroke. When creating a brush stroke by deflecting it only once, it simply needs to be drawn in
the direction up and down. However, when drawing by bending more than twice, the direction of
initial bending should be considered depending on the direction of the stroke. Therefore, in order
to apply the direction above and below relative to the stroke, it is necessary to know the direction
of progress in which the brush stroke is drawn. Therefore, we identify the start point and end
point of the brush stroke.

Finding the start and end points is easy considering how to generate a real stroke. When
drawing, apply dye to the brush and press it on the canvas to start drawing. And as you brush it
when you complete it, you complete the stroke, so the beginning of the stroke is more dyed than
the end of the stroke. Therefore, we divide the corresponding portion of the brush stroke in half
in the stroke image and compare the histograms of the two regions to obtain the start and end
points. The method of obtaining poetic and end points first moves the brush stroke image to the
center. Then, a bounding box containing the entire brush stroke is obtained and the bounding
box is bisected horizontally to set it to the Start Box at the beginning and the End Box at the
end of the brush stroke. In the bounding box, the outer focus is the starting and ending points,
which are the legend of Fig. 5. Fig. 5 is a graphical representation of the histogram values of the
two boxes set in the brush stroke by the method described above.

Figure 5: Histogram comparison results for start and end boxes (calculate a black histogram by
dividing left and right based on the midpoint of the bounding box. The 1,4,5 brushes have a large
histogram value on the right, and the 2 and 3 brushes have a srtPoint on the left)

3.2.2 Curve Weight
In the case of curve weight, the method of granting the shape of the newly created brush

stroke to be as similar as possible to the one drawn by humans was anthropologically approached.
In a normal person, it is assumed that the arc is drawn only by the movement of the wrist when
the upper part of the arm is fixed. On average, a circle can be drawn with a maximum of 130
degrees in the cabinet, 60 degrees when the wrist is moved up and 70 degrees when moved down.
That is, assuming that the brush stroke is drawn in the form of a curve with wrist-only motion
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in the same environment as the existing brush stroke, the brush stroke can be drawn in the shape
of a circle with a cabinet of 130 degrees.

Thus, the points that make up the line segments with the start and end points of the brush
stroke as both endpoints are the starting points (srcPoint) at the time of image warping, with the
arc’s interior weighted by the curve. Arc’s main point is that the curve weight entered by the user
is the cabinet, and the first and last points of the starting points are the endpoints of the radius,
respectively. The target point (dstPoint) corresponding to the starting point is to start from the
center of the arc and meet the arc in a straight line past the current starting point. In this paper,
with the above information, curve weights can be established by dividing the curve weights into
11 stages in total from 0 (original) to 10 (130 degrees of interior angle).

3.2.3 The Number of Curve
Increasing the number of bends allows multiple places to give curvature weights. In other

words, since drawing by deflecting brush strokes is drawing by dividing strokes by the number of
deflections, we approach the approach in the same way as single curvature strength. When given
a single curvature strength, the target points were obtained by grouping a set of starting points
into one group. Therefore, when giving multiple curvature intensities that deflect Wn times, the
starting points are grouped by Wn. The curvature intensity to deflect Wn times is also inputted
Wn times. The target points corresponding to the starting point of each group are then obtained
in the method of Section 3.2.2.

To create a natural brush stroke shape, the first group corresponding to the starting point
follows the curve direction entered by the user. The curve direction of the next group is then
given in the opposite direction of the previous curve. Fig. 6 shows information on brush strokes
at multiple curvature intensities given two curvature intensities and how to obtain a target point
corresponding to the starting point.

Figure 6: How to set the information for the origin and destination points. Left: Wn=1, Right:
Wn=2, As the Wn value increases, the number of warping increases.

3.2.4 Rotation Step
The database is expanded through image rotation to allow the newly created brush strokes to

have multiple orientations. Rotation can be divided and rotated according to the Rs stage entered
by the user from 0 to 360 degrees. Fig. 7 is the process of producing a new brush stroke by
suggesting Section 3.2.1 through 3.2.4. After giving up to Wn number of deflections, the curvature
intensity is given by Cw.
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Figure 7: New strokes generated by auto generating method from the one original source stroke

3.3 Rendering System with Appropriate Brush Selection
Through the method proposed in this paper, we generate multiple shape brush strokes based

on existing brush strokes. Based on the brush strokes generated with the preceding content, we
compute the average color distance and curve fit between candidate images and brush strokes to
select the optimal brush strokes suitable for representing objects in the input images. The candidate
image is the size of the brush stroke, focusing on the try position you want to represent by
painting the brush stroke on the input image, and the color you paint on the brush stroke is
the color of the probe position on the candidate image. The average color distance is calculated
as the average Euclidean distance (D(I1, I2) of each RGB color between candidate images (I1)
and brush strokes (I2) (Eq. (1)). Curve fit is calculated as curve similarity (D(Pd, Pg) the average
Euclidean distance of the target points (Pd) and the edge (Pe) of the candidate image close to each
target point (Eq. (2)). Edge images obtain edges from the input image with FDoG and then use
edge-thinning images for accurate distance calculations. The brush stroke-specific score (Bscore)
for selecting the most suitable brush stroke in the position where the stroke is to be painted is
obtained by multiplying the average color distance and curve fit by weights, respectively, to sum
the calculated scores (Eq. (3)). The brush stroke with the lowest score among the calculated scores
is the optimal brush stroke. Fig. 8 shows this process.

D(I1, I2)=
∑w

x
∑h

y |I1(x, y)− I2(x, y) |
w ∗ h (1)

D(Pd ,Pe)=
∑e

s |Pd(s)−Pe(e)|
e− s+ 1

(2)
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Bscore =wcol ∗D(I1, I2)+wcur ∗D(Pd , Pe) (3)

Figure 8: Process for finding the best brush-stroke (the color similarity and curve similarity are
considered together to find the best brush stroke. Since our work is made with various curved
brushes through warping, many brushes produced according to the weight of curve similarity can
be used)

4 Experimental Result

4.1 Development Environment
Our system is built in a MFC in Windows 10 64-bit, Microsoft Visual Studio 2017, and used

the Opencv 3.3.0 library. The computer hardware used for implementation and testing is the Intel
Core i7-4790 CPU (3.60 GHz) with a standard PC and 32 GB RAM, and the graphics card is
the GTX 960.

When generating brush strokes, the deflections were set up and down (Cd=2), and the
curvature intensity (Cw) was given differentially according to 10 steps. The number of deflections
(Wn) was generated by deflecting up to two times, and the rotation (Rs) for database expansion
was generated by rotating 45 degrees in eight steps.

4.2 Rendering Result
Our work has the advantage of being simpler and faster generation speed than conventional

methods [17–20] because it gives multiple weights. Furthermore, more brush strokes could be used
than Lu’s method [16] due to the varying number of database. We proceed with rendering using a
total of 1600 databases, generating an additional 1536 in 64 brush strokes used by existing studies.

Fig. 9 shows how brushes stick when using only existing data and extended data when
rendering a specific location on the same input image. If you clicked on the seat on a cruise ship,
the existing database selected a brush stroke that covered the white part of the cruise ship or the
blue background. However, in the case of an extended database, the result is a brush stroke that
can render only the blackest part possible. As such, the results of rendering after selecting a brush
for a particular location show that the non-color of the probe location is less painted than the
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conventional brush stroke. Furthermore, we can see improved results in selecting strokes that do
not deviate from the borders of the surrounding objects.

Figure 9: Results of selecting appropriate brush strokes from existing and expanded database (For
the target image on the right, the first row shows a portion of the target image. The middle row
is the brushstroke selected when rendering using only existing brushes, and the third row is the
images selected from the extended brushstroke DB we generated)

Fig. 10 compares rendering results of existing database(64), newly created database(1536) and
expanded database(1600). When rendered into an existing database, the upper body of the woman
at the bottom is an object that could not be expressed with an existing brush stroke. In the
case of the newly created database, the object was well represented, but only the curved shape
was retained, so the tunnel bank, which is a straight line, seems to be poorly represented. The
expanded database, combined with the two databases, has all the advantages of each outcome,
as can be seen from the upper body of a woman and the chimney. Fig. 11 is a comparison of
landscapes that require more detail. The leaves and flower sections are much more detailed and
representative compared to the traditional few brushes.

Figure 10: Rendering results based on number of brush strokes: (1) uses only 64 brush strokes–the
original database, (2) uses 1536 brush strokes–only generated strokes, (3) uses 1600 brush strokes
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Figure 11: Another rendering results based on number of brush strokes for landscape paintings
(Left uses only 64 brush strokes–the original database. Right uses 1600 brush strokes)

The problem of objects being omitted can be solved because various generated brushes can
also express details of objects. This can be seen by the comparison in Fig. 12. (a) is the input
image, and (b) is the result of rendering by Seo’s method [14]. (c) is the result of rendering in
the method proposed in this paper. Looking at the blue circle, Seo’s method [14] also shows a
difference from the original image. However, our rendering results get no distortion.

Figure 12: Comparison the results with Seo et al. [14] (We can find the difference in blue circles.
Our results has no distortion at the tip and corner of the fruit)

Fig. 15 at the end of the paper-shows the results of the 128 stroke databases (turns Wn/2 in
Cd/2 directions) with only half of the 64-stroke data previously used in Section 3 (turns Wn/2 in
Cd/2 directions to Rs/2 levels) and the database selected from the database. Fig. 13 and Table 1
shows evaluation of rendering results using image color similarity (see Eq. (4)). When the brush
stroke is finally stretched, the quality of the results in Layer 6 is close to the original. D(Is, Ir) is
average Euclidean distance in the RGB color space of the input image and the resulting image.
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And we evaluate that the shorter the distance, the more similar the input image, and the lower
the score, the higher the completeness.

Score(Is, Ir)= D(Is, Ir)
Dmax

(4)

Figure 13: Chart of rendering results by layer and the number of brush strokes

Table 1: Score and spending time of rendering

Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6 Time(s)

Selected (40) 45.49 26.19 20.72 17.35 15.4 13.96 95
64 63.77 34.17 23.65 18.78 15.97 14.24 94
128 49.42 27.72 20.89 17.41 15.31 14.12 200
1600 45.49 26.19 20.72 17.35 15.39 13.96 2450

Figure 14: Various results using different textured brush strokes (Left is pastel, right is pencil
drawing)
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Fig. 14 is the result of applying input brush stroke image warping technology to other types
of databases. Figures that the method proposed in this paper can also be applied to other brush
stroke databases. The texture of the newly produced brush strokes is preserved and can produce
various shapes of brush strokes. Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 are the various results of our rendering
system with mass brush strokes–database.

Figure 15: (Continued)
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Figure 15: Comparing rendering results depend on the number of brush strokes (a) rendering
results with 64 brush strokes (b) rendering results with 128 brush strokes (c) rendering results with
1600 brush strokes (d) rendering results with selected 40 brush strokes
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Figure 16: Other results of our system

5 Conclusion

Painting works are based on the style that the artist wants. Each artist has a distinctive brush
stroke, but it is often necessary to describe the details or modify the brush stroke he or she
uses. Real artists can produce results using a variety of brushes at times like this, but in the
case of conventional brush stroke rendering, they only work with simple changes such as rotation
magnification in their database, resulting in poor quality compared to real works.

The method of generating a new stroke proposed in this paper is faster, simpler, and can be
generated with texture preserved than the method of obtaining a stroke by drawing it directly.
And since image warping is used, it is possible to produce a variety of shapes in a small number,
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unlike stroke synthesis methods. In addition, the brush stroke judgment process through color
suitability and shape suitability minimizes the omission of objects. By doing so, many brush stroke
mass data produced has been used to produce good results. Furthermore, the parameters used to
generate brush strokes were applied to the optimal brush judgment process, resulting in efficient
rendering results using only a small number of 1600 brushes.

The contributions of our research can be summarized as follows: First, using simple warping
and various parameters, various brushes can be produced. Because there is a limit to collecting
brush strokes directly, we propose a technique to expand the database of these collected brush
strokes. At this time, a brush stroke was produced in manually and automatically. Secondly, high-
quality painterly rendering results were produced through a brush stroke selection algorithm using
color and curve similarity. When checking color similarity only, there are parts that are difficult
to express, but detailed descriptions are possible considering curve similarity. Finally, through
statistical analysis, frequently used ones of the expanded databases could be selected to shorten
the generation time of pictorial rendering results. This has the effect of managing mass data.

However, the size of the stroke generated is fixed to the size of the input stroke image, which
is inappropriate for generating a wave of strokes when given too many deflections. To this end,
we can expect to produce more diverse shape brush strokes considering brush sizes above the
input image, and shapes that can be produced by arm movements rather than by considering wrist
movements alone.
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